Methodology for bilingual recommendation, Spanish-English, of literary texts in a high school language resource center

Abstract

This research is part of a descriptive study of bilingual, Spanish-English, writing for recommending literary texts in high school level at Escuela Nacional Preparatoria in Mexico City. The purpose is specifying a methodology to promote bilingual written production of six students in a workshop in the language resource center, by means of multiple printed, digital and online resources. It includes counseling, writing agreements and a blog with sections for revision, feedback, text editing, as well as manuals and questionnaires for consulting, translating and language usages. Emphasis was focused on activities to promote students’ self-regulation on performance and reflection on bilingual writing. Results include considerations, preferences, and the ways to deal with difficulties, mainly, decontextualized practices with translators and text processors. Benefits and limitations of this methodology are considered for personal and online consulting, multimedia resources, interactions and possible adaptations of the proposal.
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Introduction

Students in high school need to write bilingual academic texts for different purposes and communicative functions. It is common that they have not developed knowledge or skills required for this type of writing. For this reason, they request support in bilingual writing in academic texts; and also for personal communication in letters and in social networks. Bilingual writing is a source of controversy since the lack of interrelation between native and foreign languages is generally promoted, as well as the idea that translation harms or interferes language teaching. In contrast, Pegenaute² and Fredholm³ propose translation as a support for language learning. In bilingual recommendation, students carry out self-translation of their texts, with the possibility of rewriting them in both languages, in order to adjust writing through multiple resources.⁴ Popović et al.,⁵ Jung⁶ contemplate self-translation as a topic of research, and they disagree with the idea that translation is an art only for experts.

This study focused on a methodology applied to bilingual writing with the support of resources offered by a high school language resource center that includes printed, digital and online multimedia materials. Students attended a workshop for bilingual recommendation of readings, with advice and activities to encourage reflection and regulation of performance in revision and editing practices. The activities included taking agreements on how to recommend literary texts, orientation in booklets about translation practices, language usages and reflections in a questionnaire. On this occasion, this research did not carry out the descriptive study of the drafted texts; the focus is on the general characterization and reflections on written performances, strategies and sources employed, as a result of a proposed methodological design. It is necessary to promote methodological applications for bilingual writing, with the support of printed, online and multimedia materials to take advantage of possibilities offered by these resources for learning. The purpose of this research is to present the methodological elicitation procedures to encourage bilingual writing, Spanish-English, in the recommendation of literary texts. In this way, it was possible to have access to representative samples of writing. Also, the teaching methodology involves counseling with the support of multimedia printed and online materials in the language resource center. In this workshop, online interaction was developed through a blog, as a means of accessing multiple materials for consultation, guidance on translation, language usages and reflections expressed in questionnaires. The emphasis in this paper focused exclusively on the methodological procedures.

Methodology

Approach

This research contemplates personal counseling and interaction in a blog that provides exercises, manuals and a menu of digital, online and printed materials. The purpose was that students could manage a diversity of language resources to develop bilingual writing. These practices implied digital intertextuality, feedback in personal and online counseling. We can find these conceptions in Whitman⁷, Coyle et al.⁸ and Mayer,¹² Fabre-Cols¹³ and Macklin¹⁴ contemplate a dialogical interactivity approach in accomplishment for revision and reflexive textual edition. Likewise, digital reading allows diverse approaches to textuality discursive practices and access to information.¹⁵ A blog is a free internet tool with multimedia and hypertext capabilities with links to certain sources of textuality and information in these activities, dictionaries, translators, and grammar tools. It also allows registration of opinions, discussions, and feedback from other users. A blog is not limited to a site to publish or post texts; it can also be a forum to interact and discuss, so it is useful for counseling in writing tasks. In a blog we can use free access tools, for example, blogger, Google forms and online textual alternatives to organize and share information. García et al.¹⁶ Alvarez¹⁷ and Reyes Angona¹⁸ provide research perspectives about blogs as tools that involve multiple possibilities with applications to education.

The methodology of elicitation in this paper consisted of techniques and strategies to encourage linguistic expression in writing.¹⁹,²⁰ as
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well as reflections expressed by students in questionnaires about performances. This perspective of elicitation includes decisions to design activities, interactions and materials to try to obtain writing samples according to research in academic writing in multimedia contexts. As a teaching methodology, counseling activities focused on linguistic regulation, with the perspective of reflexive expectations in performance and intentionality in writing, revision and edition. Students’ considerations about their writing processes involved textuality standards: cohesion, coherence, intentionality, informativity, situationality, acceptability and intertextuality.

Cohesion is related to textual articulation due to the handling of grammar, syntax, connectors and punctuation. Coherence provides knowledge and abilities to express clear and understandable meanings. Intentionality corresponds to what the writer tries to express. Informativity exhibits contents. Situationality is the communicative context. Acceptability or adequacy is the assessment of language and intention in a given environment and intertextuality is the relationship established with other texts. These criteria are fundamental for counseling and feedback to write, revise, and edit texts with the intention to improve them. This research conceives an approach of self-translation applied to revision and rewriting to achieve critical performance regulation, as well as promoting reflection and interrelation of mother and foreign languages in a dynamic translation perspective. Self-translation involves opportunities to assess, modify and improve written versions in native and foreign languages. This paper considers performance reflections as a procedure to develop awareness in intentionality in self-translation practices when students assess their texts and try to improve them in the next version.

Methodological design

We held the workshop in February and March 2016 in 6 sessions of 50 minutes, with teenage students from Mexico City who attended the third grade Mexican literature course in the National Preparatory School of Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. These students (Victoria, Oscar, Yadira, Mara, Miguel and Cassandra) were in a basic level of English as a foreign language, in reading comprehension and grammar, without the development of oral expression and written recommendation of texts. Due to this characterization of performance and the purposes of this workshop, centered on writing, the language of instruction and oral interaction was Spanish. In order to incorporate a variety of multimedia and online options, the methodological design was incorporated in a blog that facilitated access to collections of consultation sources and guidance manuals on language uses:

Cuadernillo de orientaciones para la redacción bilingüe Hernández Rodríguez? Consult:

http://recomendacionesbilinguesmediateca.blogspot.com/?view=sidebar

The interaction included comments, reflections, written versions, feedback and questionnaires about activities carried out. In addition, the option to create databases in the blog was useful to obtain information from questionnaires for subsequent analysis of students’ assessment of their written performances.

We started the workshop with an introductory session to orally comment on the importance of bilingual writing to recommend literary texts. Then, students expressed their points of view in the first questionnaire of the blog. Below we can see the questions.

Bilingual recommendation of literary texts
What can be the utility of recommending readings to those who attend the media library?
What can be the utility of recommending texts in a bilingual way? (Spanish-English)
In what situations can we find bilingual texts? Mention some.

The method to characterize responses was to relate them to students’ drafting decisions and multimedia support resources in printed and online collections. In order to motivate students to write comments of a text, they read on a screen an illustrated basic story from the printed and online text collection:

“Nasreddin and the museum guide”. Consult:


First, we emphasized reading comprehension and vocabulary. We also translated the content and commented it orally. Students considered how they could write a text to recommend the story. In the next activity, we negotiated agreements to writing recommendations of texts. Students commented on some criteria about this type of writing and reviewed considerations of other students from previous workshops. In the next section, they discussed a presentation about academic criteria to comment texts and, finally, the reached agreements about this kind of writing:

Consider characteristics of a written recommendation of a text
Present adequate information: the necessary, not to mention more or the end.
Mention data about reading: title, author, literary style.
Express a clear opinion, points of view
Take the reader into account: to approach him to attract his attention.
Present representative examples of the text to try to encourage readers.
Be brief and interesting.
Write a coherent and grammatically careful text.
Consult:


These criteria were useful for writing procedures. Thus, students reflected on textual organization, according to socialized agreements. Then, they wrote their views on how to write a bilingual recommendation of a text and the steps to follow. Students answered the following questions:

How would you write a bilingual recommendation of a text?
What steps would you follow?

In addition, we included in the blog a booklet of resources on bilingual writing to serve as a source of consultation during the writing process.
This material provides access and information about printed and online consultation sources, such as dictionaries, grammar texts, translators, and syntax and orthographic correctors in the Word processor software. The following Figure 1 presents an example of the organization of this information in a menu format. Each source is associated with a hyperlink to access query options in native and foreign languages. Next, students read and commented on the “Booklet of guidelines on translation and language usage” in the blog.

![Figure 1 Menu of hyperlinks related to dictionaries and translators Hernández Rodríguez.](https://www.flipsnack.com/ErnestoHernándezRodríguez/cuadernillo-orientacion-para-traducir.html)

The purpose of this material is to provide guidance on practices and strategies for translation, as well as explanations of the situations in which a literal, word by word, translation proceeds, and cases in which it is necessary to use other options to express something different in another language. These different kinds of translations involve contemplating language, contexts, and culture in a dynamic perspective. In the next activity, we remembered agreements and guidelines, discussed previously, to recommend texts in academic contexts. Students wrote the first bilingual version of the recommendation and shared it in the blog to receive feedback. Students received comments and suggestions about their writing. Then, they expressed orally their views on their performance and how they could improve them. The instruction for the first version was as follows.

**First version**

Use the processor Word to write your recommendation and then publish it in the blog.

Consult:


In the next part, students answered a questionnaire about this writing experience. The open questions provided the possibility to obtain information about printed, digital and online resources used by the students, their reflections on native and foreign languages, as well as their strategies for self-translation and revision in bilingual writing. Below we can read the questions contemplated in this questionnaire:

**Version 1:**

Mention the query tools that you used to write this bilingual version

What knowledge did you use to write a bilingual text?

In Spanish:

Explain the strategies you used for your bilingual writing

After the feedback phase on the drafted bilingual text, students were asked to write a second version and posted it in the blog.

**Instructions to write version 2**

Apply the spelling and grammar checker of the Word program and make changes you consider to improve your writing. Consider the observations and suggestions provided by your advisor, as well as resources reviewed in the “Booklet of guidelines on translation and language usage”. Do not forget the agreements made about the characteristics of a text recommendation. Now do your best to write your bilingual writing.

The activity included considerations about text revision and editing strategies, in this case, about the word processor to improve writing. Students commented on their experiences in revision and editing decisions with the aid of the word processor and feedback from the counselor.

**Questions about version 2**

In what writing situations can the spelling and grammar corrector from the Word processor software help you to improve your writing?

After using this revision and correction tool, what modifications did you make in your writing?

What modifications did you make to your writing based on the adviser’s observations and suggestions?

What difficulties did you face?

Students wrote the number of versions they considered necessary, received feedback and decided their improved final text. Then students were invited to share their recommendations in digital presentations, for example, PowerPoint or Prezi, to share their texts on the blog. Students who experienced doubts and difficulties to organize their
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Do you think that knowledge of English can help Spanish writing? Why?

The methodological procedure to systematize students’ responses in the reflection questionnaires contemplated the database tool included in the blog. In this way, data was classified and stored in categories and inserted in formats according to items established in this research. For example, in the following Figure 2, we can observe a part of the generated database, corresponding to performances in second versions. The main categories of classification included drafting procedure, revision and editing. The proposed categories for each question and its answers were useful for the subsequent interpretative analysis.

**Figure 2** Some answers stored in the database.

### Results

In phase of reading text recommendations, students expressed interest in bilingual writing. Here are some representative answers. Translation of students’ responses respect their written intentionality in their expressions and language style. Here are some representative answers:

- **Bilingual recommendation**
  - What can be the use of recommending texts to those who attend the media library?
  - Victoria: If as students we recommend masterpieces that we have enjoyed, we can help other students choose a text as well as encourage reading, not only in our school.
  - What can be the use of recommending a reading in a bilingual way? (Spanish English)

- **Do you think that knowledge of English can help Spanish writing? Why?**

  Mara: *Practice translation, practice interpretation since many times if you give textual meaning to a sentence it does not make sense.* *Make the reading accessible to people who do not speak the same language.*

  In what situations can we find bilingual texts? Mention some.

  Oscar: When we are in important tourist places, there may be signs that are written in three different languages. Also in hospitals, museums, books in the language resource center, etc.

  The previous activities about agreements to recommend texts in academic contexts and the process involved in writing them, helped us to recognize some expectations about text planning. The text read on the screen, discussion on how to recommend it in writing and socialization of criteria, led students to agreements for writing. Students contemplated interlocutors and expectations, related to standards of informativity, coherence, cohesion, situationality and
adequacy, as we observe in the following examples.

How would you write a bilingual recommendation of a text?

Yadira: You have to take into account to which public the text is directed to and try to convince them to read it. Writing should be easy and in a concrete way.

What steps would you follow?

Victoria: The first thing I would do is to have the bibliography of the text prepared. To continue, I would take fragments of the text that have been of my pleasure to quote them in the text as examples. Then I would make a brief review that would serve as material. Next, I would write my opinion on the text separately. Finally, I would group all the materials that I prepared to create a recommendation. I would organize and order them, take care of being brief and correct spelling and writing.

Consultation of manuals and sources related to information and language expressions in bilingual expressions facilitated writing and translation. Likewise, the Manual of guidelines on language usages was useful to contextualize lexicon and ways to adjust bilingual writing. However, students were not used to consulting practices and procedures included in this material. It was necessary an accompaniment procedure in advising so that students could get acquainted with textual resources, possibilities of intertextuality through links to access options of information, mainly, dictionaries and translators in contextualized ways to adjust and achieve adequate bilingual writing. Students also experienced difficulties to contextualize writing through the Word corrector software, applied to each language, mainly for accentuation, in Spanish, grammar and punctuation, that is, aspects related to standards of coherence, cohesion and textual adequacy. Therefore, emphasis in counseling was recognition and adaptation to multimedia printed and online possibilities in textual revision and edition in the bilingual recommendation of texts. Students experienced different performances when trying to identify and start using varieties of printed, digital and online resources. They expressed reflections about the management of native and foreign languages, as well as their self-translation and textual revision strategies in writing. Results show a preference for online dictionaries and translators, grammar, lexical selection and coherence in English, basic knowledge of Spanish and correct translation. In terms of strategies, they emphasized lexical adequacy in language context to achieve translation, ways to motivate readers and management of online consultation sources. Below we present representative examples of students’ considerations.

About version 1

Mention query tools that you used to write this bilingual version

Oscar: I used a dictionary that I found in the language resource center to support me and to know the meaning and translation of certain words I did not know. As well as the translator included in WORD software to support me in spelling mistakes.

Miguel: Cambridge Dictionaries online, oxford learners’ dictionaries and Google translator.

What knowledge did you use to write the bilingual text?

In Spanish:

Victoria: What I know about writing, that is, about commas, punctuation. Not using too many links, not repeating a word a lot. Also what the professor told us about being brief, of course, and not saying more or less than what is needed.

Oscar: Well, previous knowledge since high school taught us the language that somehow facilitated writing. The advice of the professor was important.

In English:

Victoria: Most of the words I already knew, as well as structures, basically. I did not need to look for too much help in resources that I consulted.

Well, what language is, which is to use the auxiliaries and verbal tenses, and to omit some words that we use here and there are unnecessary.

Yadira: Trying to make sure that what I was trying to translate had consistency and not to make bad translations of knowledge that I have acquired in courses.

Explain the strategies you used for your bilingual writing:

Victoria: I tried to respect brevity and the idea of the text in Spanish, as well as using appropriate terms since sometimes they vary depending on the context, and as always, there are several words that can be left but you always have to look for the best one.

Miguel: I translated the text from Spanish to English using the help of dictionaries like Cambridge online dictionaries.

Regarding version 2, students expressed the need to contextualize translations obtained through online translators and Word processor software corrections. They highlighted the importance of grammar and orthographic correction, accentuation in Spanish, punctuation, lexical selection, translation and difficulties in both languages.

About version 2

In what writing situations can spelling and grammar corrections provided by Word software help you improve your writing?

Victoria: At times when I lack spaces, accents or there is no agreement between subjects, pronouns and verbs.

After using this revision and correction tool, what modifications did you make to your writing?

Yadira: comas, capital letters, and words that, because of my fast writing, I wrote incorrectly.

Mara: I removed unnecessary accents, I changed my punctuation.

What modifications did you make to your writing based on the adviser’s observations and suggestions?

Miguel: Grammar and spelling modifications in English and Spanish, and suggestions about aspects to make a good recommendation of a text.

Mara: Write shorter sentences, change some words that were better suited to the text, add subjects where they were needed.

What difficulties did you experience?

Victoria: In one part I did not know whether to write a period or a comma, because it is close to an exclamation point, and both English and Spanish were complicated.
Miguel: Difficulties to translate from Spanish to English.

In the following example, we observed the recommendation of a Mexican pre-Hispanic poem about the women of Chalco, and the interaction with the adviser on the blog. Subsequently, this feedback was complemented in personal interaction in the Language resource center. Transcription of the texts respects students’ written expressions in both languages, without making corrections on spelling, grammar, word segmentation and accentuation.

Yadira
First version
Spanish
Recomendación de la lectura las mujeres de chalco
Este poema se encuentra en el libro cantos y crónicas del México antiguo junto con otros muy buenos poemas de la época, se desarrolla en la época prehispánica y es un poema erótico esto es lo que lo hace especial y lo que lo conecta con cualquier época porque es algo que no ha dejado de existir.

English
Recommended reading women chalco
This poem is in the book songs and chronicles of ancient Mexico along with other very good poems of the time, is developed in ancient times and is an erotic poem this is what makes it special and what connects to any time because it is something that no longer exist.

Feedback
Hello Yadira

About you Spanish version: The way you recommended this poem is impersonal. Try to include phrases and verbs that allow the reader to frame your recommendation in the time you describe. In this way you can generate more interest in this reading. Do not forget to indicate who the author of the poem is. Your opinion about this poem does not sound convincing: you mention that it is special because it belongs to the pre-Hispanic era. Explain this information according to your perspective and preference. What will the reader find when reading it? About your English version: I suggest you write a more attractive title that arouses interest in this poem. The title “Recommended reading women chalco” is confusing and grammatically incorrect. Be sure to use the pronoun from: “women from chalco”, and a noun in “recommendation of a text”, instead of “recommended reading”. I suggest you review once again the notes in the section “Orientations on translation and language usage” in this blog. You provide information, but you miss your points of view to recommend the text. Try to convince readers. Remember that it is not necessary to translate directly, there are other ways to communicate the same idea without having to translate it so directly. In the sentence “is developed in ancient” you omitted the subject. Do not forget that in English it is necessary to mention the subject of the sentence. Try to include shorter sentences and separate them with commas and periods.

Second version
Spanish
Recomendación de la lectura las mujeres de chalco
Este poema se encuentra en el libro cantos y crónicas del México antiguo junto con otros muy buenos poemas de la época es un poema bastante interesante que me gustó mucho, se desarrolla en la época prehispánica, es erótico algo que lo hace especial y lo que lo conecta con cualquier época porque es algo que no ha dejado de existir.

English
Recommendation Reading Women Chalco
This poem is in the book Cantos and chronicles of ancient Mexico with Other very good poems Epoch is a very interesting poem I really liked, takes place in ancient times, it is an erotic something makes it special and what connect to anytime because it is something that has not ceased to exist.

Third version
Spanish
Recomendación de la lectura las mujeres de chalco
Este poema se encuentra en el libro cantos y crónicas del México antiguo junto con otros muy buenos poemas de la época es un poema nahuatl cuecuechcuícatl “canciones de cosquilleo o festivos”, me gustó mucho, se desarrolla ya que es de época prehispánica, también es erótico algo que lo hace especial y lo que lo conecta con cualquier época porque es algo que no ha dejado de existir

English
Recommendation of the Reading Women Chalco This poem is in the book songs and chronicles of ancient Mexico, along with other very good poems of the time is a Nahuatl poem cuecuechcuícatl “songs tingling or holidays,” I really liked it develops because it is pre-Hispanic times, it is also erotic something that makes it special and what connects it to any time because it is something that has not ceased to exist

In her last version, Yadira was able to provide accurate information about the poem, she solved most grammatical issues, highlighted what she liked about the text, however, she had difficulties in expressing her opinions explicitly and taking into account potential readers directly. The next representative example presents a final version of a book recommendation about Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz and her sonnets (Hernandez Rodriguez & Rodriguez Nava, 2007) and the presentations made by two students to share their bilingual texts.

Casandra’s final version
Spanish
¿Te has sentido como de otra época o como si fueras de otro mundo? Juana de Asbaje, mejor conocida como Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, representante de más de un género literario: Drama, teatro, poesía y etcétera, ella se sentía exactamente igual, el siglo XVII no estaba listo para ella. Te invito a conocer su apasionante mundo, su constante lucha por el conocimiento y su amor a las letras en el libro: “Para leer… Los sonetos de Sor Juana” de los autores Rodríguez Olga y Hernández Ernesto; en donde no sólo encontrarás su historia, tendrás el placer de encontrar una antología de sus sonetos con los que podrás sentirte identificado. Por ejemplo: “Prosigue el mismo asunto, y determina que prevalezca la razón contra el gusto” para amores no correspondidos; ¿Mueres de amor? “Efecto muy penoso de amor, y que no por grandes se igualan con las prendas de quien le causa” es para ti. ¡Busca tu soneto!

English
Have you ever felt as if you came from another time or world?
Juana de Abase, better known as Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, represents more than a literary genre: Drama, theater, poetry and so on, she felt exactly the same, the seventeenth century was not ready for her. I invite you to know her exciting world, her constant struggle for knowledge and her love for literature in the book: “Para leer… Sonetos de Sor Juana” written by Olga Rodriguez and Ernesto Hernandez; where you not only find her story, you have the pleasure of meeting an anthology of her sonnets with which you may feel identified. For example, “Prosigue el mismo asunto, y determina que prevalezca la razón contra el gusto” to unrequited love; Do you die of love? “Efecto muy penoso de amor, y que no por grandes se igualan con las prendas de quien le causa” It is for you. Find your sonnet!

English

Have you ever felt as if you came from another time or world? Juana de Abase, better known as Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, represents more than a literary genre: Drama, theater, poetry and so on, she felt exactly the same, the seventeenth century was not ready for her. I invite you to know her exciting world, her constant struggle for knowledge and her love for literature in the book: “Para leer… Sonetos de Sor Juana” written by Olga Rodriguez and Ernesto Hernandez; where you not only find her story, you have the pleasure of meeting an anthology of her sonnets with which you may feel identified. For example, “Prosigue el mismo asunto, y determina que prevalezca la razón contra el gusto” to unrequited love; Do you die of love? “Efecto muy penoso de amor, y que no por grandes se igualan con las prendas de quien le causa” It is for you. Find your sonnet!

Casandra’s presentation

Consult: https://prezi.com/3uo5yrufogim/quotpara-leer-los-sonetos-de-sor-juana/

Victoria’s presentation

Consult: http://prezi.com/lo52q0j7beb6/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy

In the final questionnaire, we can appreciate students’ awareness in performance progress in managing resources and information in the blog as aids to develop and improve bilingual writing to recommend texts. In self-translation practices, students considered the text in Spanish as the original one to be translated with multiple strategies and multimedia materials. They recognized the need to adjust writing and translation in both languages. Most of them expressed that knowledge of both languages was fundamental for bilingual writing, nevertheless. They emphasized that Spanish could serve them to write in English, but that knowledge of this foreign language would not be useful to improve their written Spanish. Let’s review some answers.

1. Explain the steps you took to write your bilingual recommendation of the text you chose.

Victoria: First, I tried to create a good structure in Spanish taking into account considerations and suggestions already established for this kind of writing: brevity, be interesting, quote important fragments, give all necessary data from the text, provide some examples, etc. I used some dictionaries and translators to create the English version with the same structure, however, I had to correct some parts that I did not pay enough attention to. Later, I still had to make improvements in Spanish writing, which meant also modifying my English version and reducing the size of the sentences so that it was easier to read. Finally, I had to fine-tune small details of missing words, cut out a few things that were left over, small details, and then I ended the final version.

Miguel: First I reviewed the criteria to recommend a text, I continued reviewing resources for writing in English and opening these pages of online dictionaries, I translated words and with the observations made by the teacher I corrected my mistakes and finished the recommendation.

2. How did your knowledge of both languages help you to write?

Victoria: In Spanish, knowledge of several words helps, as well as spelling knowledge and my very basic that I also know about writing, in English what I have already mentioned before.

Yadira: I think that from the moment you start writing, knowledge is being applied since spelling requires the way you write, and also the fact that you have read the text to be able to recommend it, in English I simply translated the best I could

3. Do you think that knowledge of Spanish can help English writing? Why?

Victoria: Yes. Because you can not handle another language well if you do not know yours properly.

Yadira: Yes, because even though they are different languages, sentences and the sense in which they are going, for example, you can’t always write a verb in infinitive form, regardless of what subject you are talking about.

Miguel: No. Since they are quite different languages, Spanish is much more complete.

4. Do you think that knowledge of English can help Spanish writing? Why?

Victoria: No. Because the one I have is very basic, so the original text is always in Spanish, this means that the English text is based on the other, almost unchanged.

Oscar: I do not think so, because Spanish has more words that do not need to be translated into English to be understood.

Mara: No. Since they are very different languages and because they are not equal, it does not help to know one to write in the other.

Students expressed interest in grammar, spelling, punctuation, accentuation and vocabulary in Spanish. In English, they emphasized grammar, verb tenses, auxiliaries, and lexical selections to translate. As for strategies, they mentioned considerations and agreements about expectations to write bilingual recommendation, practices and translation resources. They highlighted revision procedures with the Word software editor and modifications in grammar and spelling, but did not contemplate situations in which this resource does not solve aspects of adequacy in lexical selection. So, during personal feedback, it was fundamental to emphasize that this word processor has to be used and complemented with the support of knowledge, consultations with other sources and contextualized revision and edition practices.

Discussion

This bilingual writing experience allowed us to realize that students needed to adapt and contextualize textual practices, corresponding to printed and online multimedia resources, in interactive consultation. In text writing and editing practices, online interaction required to be complemented with personal feedback. Therefore, this methodology provided different types of interaction
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and textuality practices. Responses in questionnaires fostered reflection on performance. The option of databases offered by the blog was essential to create classification and analysis categories. Manifestations about considerations and agreements on how to write bilingual recommendations of a text encouraged reflections on textuality criteria and performance expectations, related to textuality standards, awareness about interlocutors and their expectations and intentionality. There were limitations with students who, initially, did not have prior knowledge or disposition to share information or reflections about performances in interactions. In these situations, the proposal of elicitation in this research helped students to express points of view and considerations about performance. Contextualized practices with query sources, online translators and the Word processor corrector software provided useful tools and activities to identify the advantages and limitations of these resources, and the ways to use them appropriately through contextualized alternative strategies in bilingual writing. Reflection questions on textual revision and edition, as a result of feedback and consultation with the Word software editor, promoted awareness of skills and performance regulation. The contribution of this proposal is a reflexive approach to diverse practices and sources of textuality in bilingual writing. However, in different environments we can find limitations to access multimedia equipment, and printed and online materials, so teachers need to adapt and take advantage of existing possibilities.

Feedback and reflection in questionnaires helped students recognize difficulties in textual and grammar structures and they experienced revision and editing practices to improve writing performances. In this way, students could develop strategies to adjust grammar, lexical adequacy, coherence, contextualized bilingual expression and management of multimedia resources. Opportunities to receive feedback about performances in both languages helped students realize the importance of reflection in self-translating. Feedback experience through publication of comments in the blog favored personal and online interaction. Students could take into account suggestions in interactions with interlocutors in reading and writing. This type of interaction corresponds to perspectives of interpersonal communication practices on the characteristics offered by digital reading for communication, regardless of time and distance. Subsequent oral counseling provided options to broaden feedback for those who had difficulties in online interaction. Students tried to strengthen written performance through resources for bilingual writing and highlighted the different possibilities they offer for learning. Reflexive bilingual written practices led students to be aware of linguistic difficulties so they could experience compensatory strategies, as a result of performance self-regulation in printed and digital modalities.

Yadira’s performance is a representative example of partial advance in revision and editing to try to improve writing in terms of textuality standards in cohesion, coherence, informativity and intertextuality, as well as self-translating attempts to adjust the bilingual version to fit language resources and content in both languages. Yadira’s intentionality was similar to most students’ difficulties in performance to represent interlocutors textually to share points of view to convince them about comments of a text. We also observed textual interpretations in students who tried to clarify information for readers. In the final questionnaire, the idea that knowledge of Spanish was useful for writing in English is due to the fact that the students first contemplated writing in their mother tongue. This language was the main reference to try self-translating and then they experienced different strategies to adjust grammar, vocabulary and contextual usages in both languages to write a bilingual version. Spanish was the initial knowledge to regulate writing. The socialization of bilingual versions in digital presentations, such as Powerpoint or Prezi, enabled motivation to share final corrected and modified texts and considerations about potential readers’ reactions. We can observe intentionality to take into account agreements and suggestions, with emphasis on grammar aspects and lexical selections. Students could realize the importance of feedback in online modalities and in a personal way in counseling, as well as reflections on performance, multimedia resources and strategies in bilingual writing.

**Conclusion**

Methodological practices in bilingual writing of literary text recommendations, with the support of printed and online multimedia resources and personal counseling, provide useful criteria revision, textual editing development and self-translation strategies in bilingual writing. This proposal can be adapted in different contexts where personal advice is contemplated with different options of multimedia materials for writing. In the case of online education, results in this research prevent us from taking for granted that students can, initially, interact with multimedia and online resources, due to difficulties faced in this writing experience. In this situation, it is essential to promote dialogical and interactive situations. In this way, we can develop written practices in printed and online communications and access to sources of consultations to use them with the purpose to improve bilingual writing. Reflection questionnaires encourage awareness of expectations about performance and criteria related to self-translation, textuality standards, intentionality and interlocutor representation. The experience carried out in this research exhibits the need to explore and gradually incorporate reading and writing habits associated to interactivity and intertextuality through feedback, with multiple manifestations of textuality: printed, digital, online and interactions in advice for bilingual writing. The proposal allows enrichment in practices, habits and textual repertoires in different formats and modalities in written communication.

Whenever students experience difficulties in bilingual expressions, contextualized written activities foster expectations and agreements in this kind of academic writing, revision and edition practices to promote self-regulation, as a result of personal and online feedback to improve texts. Likewise, establishing relations between Spanish and English in linguistic performances is an approach that facilitates adjustment and modifications of written expressions in both languages. This situation is fundamental in language teaching since performance reflexivity and experimenting strategies are fundamental to achieve critical improvement in bilingual writing. Intentionality in attempts to improve bilingual versions enabled students to experience a reflexive performance, self-regulation, and adaptation to multimedia sources of printed or online textual modalities. For example, in improving writing in second versions, it was important to manage language software, such as online translators and word processors, in contextualized bilingual usages. Students needed support to expand their knowledge, access to multimedia collections and their linguistic repertoires in order to enrich their options for bilingual revision and editing. Therefore, this research provides a contextualized perspective of gradual assessment for bilingual writing during feedback, which can be implemented and adapted in different educational environments. Teaching and elicitation methods, classification categories and systematization of information procedures provide tools for interaction and textual

---
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characterization, which can be applied, with appropriate adaptations, in future research on students’ considerations and expectations on bilingual written performance.
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